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(:22). keshe comes on. The new systems are even much better. Talked about Eliya 

breaking the ethos of the KF. (:41).  When people don't get their money they attack us. 

(:47).  Italian Military protecting Keshe. Many have not understood the Energy Beads.     

 

(:49). Separate two important points, Plasma and matter plasma.  Matter Plasma: Stronger 

fields become visible. When you have a stronger fields it forces conditions on the weaker, 

(i.e. The Earths fields are enforced on the weaker they have to obey earth's fields). Matter 

of Gas, solid  and liquid, Plasma is not a 4th state of matter. Plasma itself is the operation 

of the bigger environment. Matter state is conditioned on, solid, gas, liquid. Plasma is the 

one that conditions, it is free without boundary. Plasma is free, Gans (transition state) 

shows itself as a physicality in a way, and Nano which is matter state of the plasma. So 

we end up with 6 states or entities. Understand the interactions between. Why you see 

such a huge release of energy in Alex beads. The energy is from conversion to electrons.  

(1:03).  Just putting Nano coated wire on the Battery, and it achieves motion. The battery 

itself carries a Nano coat from the chemical process, but we only drain the chemical 

reaction energy. By adding the nano wires to terminals they match up with plates and the 

plasma delivers its energy. You're tapping a plasma source that was already there. The 

Beads in cigarette lighter did the same. They are releasing Plasma Energy.  (1:07). How 

plasma of sun converts through the atmosphere. Once the field forces enter the wire it 

shows it where to go. Electrical current is still a MG field, forward called magnetic and 

reverse gravity. (1:09). How the crankshaft turns, the fields coming from the battery, 

where one nano wire on each terminal, when the field forces of Gravity pulling into 

battery and magnetic going out come to a stand still, it switches over to plasma force 

which creates motion by turning over the crankshaft. They convert the plasma energy to 

dynamic matter energy. That's why no fuel consumption. The process takes days and the 

body of car becomes nano coated and will affect the paint and structure of the car you 

create your own spaceship. The engine runs easy and lighter on the road. You will 

achieve lift. They even took the engine out. They have a video of car in safe, the only 

thing needed was the battery. The Cu is weaker then nano and gets over taken all the 

wires get Nano coated. But the plasma flow of the New 3 coils is not in the structure but 

in-between the coils. The "environment" is the car. (1:19). What is about to happen? A 

number of you are breaking through. The deep teachings are taught privately with Keshe. 

Explains what happened with Eliya, and a new health teacher coming forward. The 

reason for teaching and correct conduct. (1:28).  Every structure in body has 3 layers or 

fields coming together, the model is same with SF.  Inner ring as gravity and outer as 

magnetic, (don't understand). This is essence of creation in U, don't need nuts and bolts. 

You need a minimal of 5 forces to create physicality. Flight is done by the interaction of 

the fields, not matter. Now we open another chapter in knowledge. How to understand 

the SSI Power systems.  (1:36). You create the UFO through what we have been 

discussing since the Beads. It's an ILLUSION.  (1:51).  QUESTIONS:  Bret asks the 

colors he sees in air, plasma? We all see it but some are sensitive. Only the Creator can 

see all spectrums of the Plasma.   (1:58). Shielding from rays and waves. Keshe, why do 

you need shielding when there is no problem? It's coming, not just for one but all. The 

question of safety come up again, Plasma only delivers what you need according to your 

thoughts not your "wish". When you don't have insight into Reality everything is a joke, 



so it shows your ignorance. (2:08). We need the Chinese because they can understand this 

technology, yin and yang. Try to imagine how the fields flow. No fear in Plasma 

technology. (2:20).  Letter from villager thanking for knowledge. Someone shows nice 

picture of the MG flows, spirals and interaction. Like a filtering process. John explains 

his spirals, one clockwise and counter. (2:31).  These get Nano coated and put on 

terminal of battery for car or motorcycle, Clockwise on Negative terminal (Magnetic), 

CC on positive (Gravitational). Cover them in plastic with silicon sealed and pin slides 

down into the battery clamp. If you wanted to fill with Gans it should be dry or the liquid 

Gans enclosed in container. Keshe, the battery itself is a source of Gans energy, but to 

guarantee then add. A way to make Gans more powerful coming. Visualize the Plasma 

flow, it would loop around the battery and extra flows would power car, Like the ocean 

water cycle coming back through the rivers. (2:39). Keshe explains the flow going 

through starter to crankshaft, goes through the motor that has no electrical structure, next 

point is spark plugs and distributor and back to battery. At the spark plug it transfers from 

magnetic to gravitation and creates rotation and physical motion. The magnetic in spark 

plug and gravitation in motor block, motion created, your intention counts. Need to 

visualize it. 243 If the camshaft not there then the fields have to find an absorption, it 

would go to lift if fields were just right. The tires create a separation with the trees and 

environment, the air in the car will be used to advantage, ?? finds a new position in terms 

of gravitational fields of the earth. Don't be in the car when testing the first flight, end up 

on the moon. (2:49).  If you wind coil very tight and put dry Gans in center you create a 

faster transition form the Principle to the Matter state. How you merge the fields together, 

M to G etc. The wire is a passage of the field of the plasma. (2:54).   The breathing is 

direct communication with emotions. The rate of breathing and energy transfer is 

individual dependent. Have to understand more about breath. Keshe developed cups are 

related to breathing. All man of same intelligence, but it is the physicality that decides 

what will reveal itself. The condition of the lung is related to what we show in the breast. 

Mother usually feeds child on left side first, heart. When man approach woman, right 

breast first, when problem with man woman trouble with right breast first. Look to which 

lung is taking more energy, (3:04). Emotions and attachment related to energy in lungs, if 

you are willing to expend more energy. The swallowing of the saliva when change 

energy to one side of lungs. Italians are most emotional people, watch how they breath. 

How we breath effects our emotions. Man and woman transferring energy.   (3:10).   Guy 

had a spontaneous collapse of lung, what did want to separate from, related to emotion. 

Water on the lung related to emotions, drown, want to be detached. Moved to another 

location start in September.  

 


